ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA

p. 142, line 6. For “arid” read “and”.


p. 158, third paragraph. Gilbert Macdonald was deceased by 1825, see preface to the 1825 Gaelic edition of Thomas Boston’s Human Nature in its Fourfold State, p. iii.

p. 159, line 2. The preface to the 1858 edition was taken virtually unchanged from the 1825 edition.

p. 165. Pertinent comments on the anti-evangelical nature of much St Kilda historiography can be found in Donald Meek, “Towards a Re-Examination of the Role of Church and Faith in St Kilda”, in Bob Chambers (ed.), Rewriting St Kilda (Kershader, Isle of Lewis, 2011), pp. 90-148.

p. 247, line 14. For “the divinity student James Sinclair” read “the divinity student John Sinclair”.

p. 255, n. 105. Charles Haddon Spurgeon died on 31st January 1892 so the “Mr Spurgeon” referred to in the source must have been one of his sons.

We are grateful to those that have made these observations.